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Introduction 
Committed to providing quality decontamination services to clinical areas, New Territories West Cluster 
Central Sterile Supplies Department (NTWCSSD) reprocessed a large amount of surgical instrument round 
the clock. On average, there were over four millions of instrument reprocessed monthly in 2014. Giving top 
priority to assure patient safety, NTWCSSD implemented a rigorous process control for quality pledge on 
medical device reprocessing. 
 
Objectives 
Referencing to the international standard of Association for the Advancement of Medical Instrumentation 
(AAMI), cleaning is of the paramount prerequisite to ensure effective disinfection and sterilization among all 
procedures in a sterile supply cycle. To take patient safety up a notch by ensuring the decontamination 
adequacy, NTWCSSD adopts a pioneer ATP assay as an instant process control tool addition to visual 
inspection of each surgical instrument before packaging. This assay is extended to monitor in-house hand 
hygiene compliance rate, so as to arouse staff awareness by raising concerns to their hand cleanliness when 
packing instruments. 
 
Methodology 
NTWCSSD uses ATP assay for its random audit on surgical instrument after passing through an automatic 
decontamination process. It also provides objective evidence in surprise check for staff hygiene compliance 
rate in order to enhance their practice. ATP assay works by using a chemical reaction to reflect the amount 
of microbes. Sampling is done by simply swabbing the surface of instrument or the hand by a cotton swab 
on a regular basis. Statistic for trending improvement was included as key performance index (KPI) for 
management to review. 
 
Result 
Seeing is believing. This process control tool provides concrete evidence to convince staff to have behavioral 
change. The scientific evidence also provides insights to management, staff training and good practice 
reinforcement. Prevention of non-conforming products being released to clinical areas is of the utmost 
importance. It facilitates loophole identification in the reprocessing chain, and subsequently allows prompt 
implementation of corrective action in the work flow. Enactment of these bundles of measures further 
enhances patient safety.


